IT Ready with Ready Image

Ready when you are
An increasing number of customers want options when it comes to loading an image. Whether that’s a clean image with no added software or a stable OS for error-free provisioning, Dell has Ready Image - ready for you.

Elevating
Dell Ready Image is enriching our existing capability to a stand-alone offer that is order ready. What does this mean to you, the IT customer? It means you can access, enable, deploy and recover your image through the cloud.

Capabilities
By leveraging the cloud, we are speeding up image delivery. Offered as a stand alone or in conjunction with another offer, Ready Image is a solution designed to benefit your IT efforts.

We know that supporting an increasingly remote workforce is not easy, so Dell has integrated the Ready Image with our Self-Healing Image Recovery service which offers IT administrators cloud control of remote image recovery. Users can initiate the recovery, but administrators have all the control.

Key Benefits
• Language of your choice
• Load the OS version of your choice
• MSFT OS only – reducing Inbox Apps and 3rd party software
• Integrates with Dell solutions like ProDeploy Client suite, Connected Provisioning and other configuration services.

Contact your sales representative today
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